by t e t ? 1 e xt = 1 X n=0 B n (x) t n n! ; (1:1) and their values at x = 0 are called the Bernoulli numbers and denoted B n . .14)). If h(e t ) = P a n t n =n!, write ('h)(e t ) = P^a n t n =n!. The following congruences for the numbersâ n were proved in 11]: We also observed ( 11] , eq. (2.14)) that ch. 5). So if we write ( h)(e t ) = P 1 n=0 a n t n =n!, then a n 2 O K for all n andâ n = a n ? p n a n : It is easily seen that with this de nition we have u n (0) = u n , and in general u n (x) = n X k=0 n k u n?k x k : (2: 14)
The sequence u n (x) is therefore an example of an Appell family of polynomials, since the degree of u n is n and d dx u n (x) = nu n?1 (x) for all n. Furthermore, since (T p h(T)) = T ( h)(T) (2:15) for 2 Z p , we have (a n (p )) = a n ( ); (2:16) or equivalently, d a n (p ) = a n (p ) ? p n a n ( ); 
